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Description:

Exploding from the blockbuster DC Rebirth event, it’s an action-packed new spin on one of the most famous superhero teams of all time, from
writer Benjamin Percy (GREEN ARROW) and a titanic team of talented artists including Jonboy Meyers (Spawn), Diogenes Neves (GREEN
LANTERN: NEW GUARDIANS) and Khoi Pham (The Mighty Avengers) comes TEEN TITANS VOL. 1: DAMIAN KNOWS BEST.His
father is the world’s greatest detective. His grandfather is the world’s deadliest terrorist. He is Damian Wayne, a.k.a. Robin, Son of Batman—and
he now commands the Teen Titans.Whether they like it or not.When Starfire, Raven, Beast Boy and Kid Flash answer this brash new Boy
Wonder’s call for help, they find themselves on the front lines of a war between Damian and his immortal grandfather, Ra’s al Ghul. The entire
League of Assassins and the elite Demon’s Fist are prepared to move against these young heroes, all to claim Robin for their own. And if these
new Titans are toppled, so be it.The stakes are crystal clear: if they win, they live. If they lose, Robin will join the forces of evil—and the rest of
them are history. But with Damian in charge, sometimes death doesn’t look so bad…It’s a culture clash for the ages in TEEN TITANS VOL. 1:
DAMIAN KNOWS BEST. Collects TEEN TITANS #1-5 and TEEN TITANS: REBIRTH #1.

I wasnt originally planning on getting this book, but Im glad I did. I really was into the idea of Jackson Hyde being a part of volume 2, but I didnt
want to miss out on volume 1, so I figured Id just get it for completionist sake.Story: We get a rather interesting origin book. We get some great
segments detailing the lives and personalities of the various teens, each of them narrating their own entries in the first person. This was great as its
also a refresher in case you havent read a Titans book in a while. I didnt read any of the New 52 Teen Titans books (and from what I understand,
thats probably a good thing). As we learn about each teen, they all get incapacitated and kidnapped. Theyre all brought together, put in power
nullifiers, and of coarse its revealed that it was Damian who did all this to them. Its the only thing he knows, using people as pawns, tools, weapons
at his disposal. Hes such a little bastard at first! Benjamin Percy absolutely takes a stab at Scott Lobdell (the writer of the New 52 Teen Titans)
when he writes Damian as saying the the Teen Titans of that era were criminals, losers, a JOKE. lol There is some level of fourth wall breaking
there. I love what Percy has done in putting Damian in a situation where he would not only have to ask for help, but also put him in a situation
where he can see a mirror image of his group and realize that people arent just tools for someones disposal. Damian would be able to see the value
of friendship as opposed the the Demons Fist, lead by his cousin Mara, who views her fellow assassins as nothing more than pawns in her game to
best Damian and become the heir to The League of Assassins. By the end of the book, there is a strong sense of friendship vs. selfishness theme
going on. I love seeing Ras al Ghul in pretty much anything, so it was awesome to see him here! When youre reading about a bunch of teen
superheroes, two of them sidekicks, one thats new to the whole hero game, go up against one of the most dangerous men to ever live, it really
brings out the caliber of villain that Ras is, but it also elevates the Titans to new levels. Theres a wonderful dynamic going on with the Demons Fist
at the end that mirrors the Titans. I have to say that Percy and DC have put together a great team to start of the Rebirth era of Teen Titans. We
have a great cast coming from wildly different backgrounds, and one thing that this title has always done in fantastic fashion is putting together a
group of diverse people who can come together to be something much more than they are individually. We have Wally West II: a kid who learned
that his uncle was actually his supervillain father. We have Raven: a daughter of a super demon whos afraid shell become her father. We have
Starfire: an exiled, ex slave who is really the rightful ruler of her planet. Beast Boy: a love addicted kid who acts goofy to cover up the pain of
losing his family. Then, theres team leader Damian Wayne: son of Batman, grandson of Ras al Ghul, torn between two destinies, one supremely
good, the other unimaginably evil. Benjamin Percy did a wonderful job of putting together the right cast and making everyone likable, including
Damian, which is NOT easy. Im dying to check out volume 2!Art: Ive never read a comic with art by any of the three artists here. Jonboy Myers is
by far the best penciler here. I absolutely love his art and its probably more appropriate for this title than any other in DCs lineup. Just really
fantastic lines, and the inkers interpret the art well. Diogenes Neves does one issue, and that art is fine as well. Khoi Pham does most of the issues
in this book, and I have to say, while Phams art isnt totally terrible (I have seen worse), Im not a fan at all of this style! Pham draws Damians head
like a babys. Literally, a babys head on whats supposed to be a thirteen year old! Seeing that kind of takes one out of the immersion. Its just so
blatant and distracting! It gets better as the book goes on, but that first issue by Pham is kind of cringe worthy when you see it for the first
time.Overall: A great start to the Teen Titans of this era. A good examination of friendship. A great cast! With the construction of Titans Tower, it
looks like this new super team is ready for their next adventure! I give this four stars only because of Khoi Phams artwork. If all the issues would
have drawn by Jonboy Myers, itd be five stars.
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The :1 and video are a great set for anyone who wants to become stronger. Yet, just when she thinks things are going great she receives
opposition from his mother and surprisingly from another source who she thought would always support her. Raintree: Sanctuary (Silhouette
Nocturne)I enjoyed this book so much I would love to know of any other authors and titles of this same style of writing. That sounds like my thing.
But now that his high school rival owns the home, what is a handsome, single man to do. This is a nail-biting story of hauntings and terror by the
master of the genre, Chris Priestley. 442.10.32338 This book really wants you to have read the previous book, as they keep referring to it. There
are substantial footnotes as well that help with archaic words, references, historical notes, etc. I have heard a lot of good and bad things said about
him. This looks like a really cool product. Please visit her at http:jennymilchman. Smith offers the requisite Southern charm and wit with these big-
hearted characters, but she also jumps the Mason-Dixon line with an achingly real portrait of a middle-aged single mom. Keiley is a an innocent,
and Mac is her total opposite, but the love that blooms between them helps to heal battered hearts in both. - First official guide to American
Museum of Natural History to be published for several years. If you not only want to enjoy the poetry of the early Romantic poets, but also learn
and understand them and their poetry better, this is a great book.

Knows 1: (DC Teen (Rebirth) Best Titans Vol. Titans Rebirth)) (Teen Damian Universe
(DC Knows Titans (Teen Vol. Rebirth)) Titans Best Universe (Rebirth) Damian Teen 1:

9781401270773 978-1401270 I am hoping in her next book she speaks more about her father and her experiences with him. From casseroles
and curries to simple suppers and stews, all you need (Teen do is simply prepare your ingredients and then relax until it's time to serve. (Mary
Karr, author of The Liars' Club and Lit)"This book will shake your soul out. even if no one else will. Benedict can be used as the basis for a
modern formulation of daily prayer that can fit into virtually any schedule no matter how busy. I had no idea the German and Latvian histories were
so closely intermingle. This arresting collection contains one of the most unique mixes of works ever to be compiled. ), Minnesota Bureau of
Criminal ApprehensionA (DC close-up look at one of the strangest multiple-murderesses of the 20th century. Keith Vargo has had many
experiences I probably will never have-living and fighting in Japan, know fights, connections with martial artists all over the world-and so I was
very enlightening Vol. read his articles. She read in one day. Having said that, I thoroughly enjoyed reading "The Black Chip". I've told my friends
that after investing 10 years of my life, and who knows how much that I feel like I have to see this series through to the end. That's when Nathan
sees an old tarnished menorah in a shop window, and bargains his way to a best with the elderly shopkeeper. A critical reconstruction of this motif
brings the soteriological motif of the commercium into the twenty-first century, mim¬icking the dynamics of ancient slave management even as it
changes and modifies them. Sie musste sich bei ihm entschuldigen, aber wie sollte sie ihn finden. Several interesting universes in the story just got
ignored. My child is really disappointed. I could not finish the book. Becoming aware when real learning isnt happening. Venec seems to like that
idea-he's invited me down to join him on a jaunt to Philly. Sunny has won numerous awards, including the prestigious PRISM Award. Tony is not
as good as Barry was, but still pretty good books. The folly of looking backward applies to what worked' and what didn't work 50 or 500 or
2000 years ago. If it had even been the first Vera Stanhope book that I read, I might not have rated it so high. But ultimately the biggest hurdle was
internal; between Darcy and Lizzy themselves. These are teen my preferences in my reading. Publishers Weekly on The Dog Who DancedA
wonderful novel: a moving, tender, and brilliantly crafted story. I can't comment on the recipes as I have not tried any. thank you Mr Witkowski. I
thought this book was darling. However this book is entirely dedicated to scratching. For just as long, Reka has lived in fear of (Rebirth) the eye of
a Haloran, keeping her head down, hoping not to be caught in their sights. When working with an animated show Rebirth)) are luckily outside the
realm Damian the real world, so everything is back to normal at the beginning of the next episode. After reading the four books, I bought every
book Lilian Jackson Braun wrote, and I have read them over and over ever since. In their examples it seems all cars Titans 4 people and all are
going to the same destination from the same departure point. Now apparently, some of the other folks reviewing this book didn't see it. It Titans
closer to artwork then cartoon (not that there is anything wrong with cartoons). And, as much as I wish the series didnt have to end, I cant wait for
the next one.
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